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Abstract 42 

Rodents shift their nose from side to side when they actively explore and lateralize odors in 43 

the space. This motor action is driven by a pair of muscles, the deflector nasi. Here we 44 

study the premotor control of this motion. We use replication competent rabies virus to 45 

transsynaptically label inputs to deflector nasi. muscle and find putative premotor labeling 46 

throughout the parvocellular, intermediate, and gigantocellular reticular formations, the 47 

trigeminal nuclei, pontine reticular formation, midbrain reticular formation, red nucleus, and 48 

superior colliculus. Two areas with extensive labeling were analyzed for their impact on 49 

nose movement. One area is in the reticular formation caudal to the facial motor nucleus 50 

and is denoted the nose retrofacial area. The second is in the caudal part of the 51 

intermediate reticular region near the oscillator for whisking and denoted the nose IRt. 52 

Functionally, we find that optogenetic activation of glutamatergic cells in both areas drives 53 

deflection of the nose. Ablation of cells in the nose retrofacial area, but not the nose IRt, 54 

impairs movement of the nose in response to the presentation of odorants but otherwise 55 

leaves movement unaffected. These data suggest that the nose retrofacial area is a 56 

conduit for a sensory-driven orofacial motor action. Further, we find pre2motor labeling in 57 

the preBötzinger complex that presumably synchronizes a small, rhythmic component of 58 

nose motion to breathing. 59 

 60 

 61 

 62 

 63 

New and Noteworthy 64 

We identify two previously undescribed premotor areas in the medulla that control 65 

deflection of the nose. This includes a novel pathway for directed motion of the nose in 66 

response to an odorant. 67 

  68 
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 Movement of the nose is a surprisingly multi-faceted behavior that is controlled by a 69 

single set of muscles - the deflector nasi (Deschênes et al 2015, Kurnikova et al 2017). 70 

The nose exhibits slow deflections, such as orienting towards an odor (Kurnikova et al 71 

2017, Esquivelzeta et al 2017), as well as small rhythmic movements locked to breathing. 72 

The slow, orienting, movements of the nose likely play a role in olfactory navigation, as 73 

lateral deflections affect air flow between sides of the nasal cavity (Deschênes et al 2016), 74 

and bilateral comparisons improve trail-tracking (Porter et al 2007, Louis et al 2008, 75 

Duistermars et al 2009, Martin 1965, Steck et al 2010). Synchronization of movement on a 76 

breath-by-breath cycle is seen in many types of orofacial movement and may play a role in 77 

binding multimodal sensory inputs (Welker 1964, Kepecs et al 2006, Wachowiak 2011, 78 

Kleinfeld et al 2014, Moore et al 2013, Sirotin et al 2014, Ranade et al 2013). 79 

 Nose movement can be evoked by micro-stimulation in the motor cortex (Brecht et 80 

al 2004). Lesions in the anterior olfactory nucleus, which is an area of the olfactory cortex 81 

that supports commissural projections (Brunjes et al., 2005; Yan et al., 2008) and 82 

compares odor inputs between two sides (Kikuta et al 2010), have been found to disrupt 83 

nose orienting towards an odor (Esquivelzeta et al 2017). However, the downstream 84 

brainstem motor circuit responsible for these motor actions, and its candidate anatomical 85 

connections to the motor and olfactory systems, have not been identified. Here we seek 86 

putative premotor nuclei for movement of the nose. We take a combined structural and 87 

functional approach. We perform retrograde tracing with the use of rabies virus to identify 88 

pre-motor areas, optogenetic labeling of excitatory neurons in these regions to confer 89 

sufficiency, and lesion studies to confer necessity that control movement of the nose 90 

occurs via the identified premotor pathways. 91 

 We identify two pre-motor areas that control movement of the nose: an area caudal 92 

to the facial motor nucleus that we call the ‘retrofacial area’ and an area near the vibrissa 93 

IRt oscillator that we call the ‘nose IRt’. We confirm functional relevance of the identified 94 

areas by showing that stimulation evokes nose movement, while ablation affects 95 

movement to the lesioned side. 96 

  97 
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Materials and Methods 98 

Subjects 99 

 Our data were collected from 30 Long Evans adult female rats, 200 to 350 g in mass, and 100 

23 adult Vglut2-ires-cre (JAX 028863) mice. All experimental procedures on our animals were 101 

accordance with Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and have been approved by 102 

Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at University of California, San Diego. 103 

Tracing with Replication Competent Rabies Virus 104 

 We set up an isolated BSL2+ facility to perform replication competent rabies virus injections 105 

and to house injected animals. The facility and our experimental protocol follow all 106 

recommendations described in Kelly and Strick (2010). To perform the injections, rats were 107 

anesthetized using ketamine/xylazine, and placed in a stereotaxic apparatus. We exposed the 108 

deflector nasi (d. nasi) muscle and checked that the correct muscle was identified by stimulating 109 

with pulses of current up to 0.1 mA to evoke movement of the nose (Deschênes et al 2015). 110 

Finally, we used a pressure injector (Drummond Scientific NANOJECT II) to inject a total of 2 μL of 111 

CVS-N2c strain rabies virus (Schnell laboratory) in five spots along the muscle. Rats were perfused 112 

at select time points between 48 and 96 hours after the injection. 113 

 Nineteen rats total were injected with rabies virus (Wirblich and Schnell 2011). Of these, the 114 

five brains collected at time points of 50, 67, 72, 61.5, and 79.5 hours had no labeled cells and thus 115 

were excluded from analysis. Additionally, two brains with time points of 96 hours were excluded 116 

from analysis as labeling in the brainstem was too dense for processing. Finally a 72 hour labeled 117 

time point was excluded from analysis because midline sections were missing in histology. The 118 

labeling in this brain was consistent with observed labeling patterns at primary labeled time points. 119 

 After perfusion, brains were extracted and placed in 30 % (w/v) sucrose solution. Brains 120 

were cut on a freezing sliding microtome at 60 μm and stained for cytochrome oxidase. Rabies 121 

labeled cells were stained using anti Rabies-L mouse antibody (Schnell laboratory) and revealed 122 

as dark product using a biotinylated secondary antibody, the ABC and SG kits (Vector Labs). For 123 

seven of the brains, every third section was cut at 40 μm and stained for Neurotrace Blue while 124 

rabies labeled cells were stained using anti Rabies-L mouse antibody and revealed in fluorescence 125 

with a secondary antimouse antibody conjugated to Alexa 488 (Invitrogen A11029). In addition, in 126 

three brains, the sections were also stained for somatostatin (#T-4103, Peninsula Laboratories) to 127 

identify the location of the preBötzinger complex (Tan et al 2008). 128 

Reconstruction and alignment 129 
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 We used Neurolucida software (MBF) to create full three dimensional reconstructions of 130 

labeled cell body locations in all brains that had labeled cells. Brains were annotated by outlining 131 

key brainstem structures visible in cytochrome staining. In brains with alternating Neurotrace 132 

sections, nucleus ambiguus and the inferior colliculus were outlined based on the cytoarchitecture. 133 

Finally, in brains with somatostatin labeling, the preBötzinger complex was identified as the area 134 

with higher SST cell density. One brain was fully annotated with all midbrain and hindbrain 135 

structures described in Paxinos and Watson (1986). All outlined structures are listed in Table 1. 136 

 First, a reference atlas was created by averaging six reconstructed brains (Chen et at 137 

2018). The facial motor nucleus (7N), facial motor tract (7n), lateral reticular nucleus (LRt), 138 

trigeminal motor nucleus (5N), and inferior olive (IO) were used for aligning the stacks to a single 139 

'reference' stack using an affine transform. Then, average center positions for all traced structures 140 

across stacks were calculated. A midline plane was determined as a fit to the midpoints between 141 

only the alignment structures, and structure positions for the atlas were rotated such that they are 142 

set symmetrically about the midline. Finally, structure shapes were calculated by aligning and 143 

averaging each structure individually. The final symmetrical reference atlas was constructed by 144 

placing each averaged structure at its average position bilaterally.  145 

 In a final step, each of the reconstructed brains was aligned to the 'alignment' structures in 146 

the reference atlas using an affine transform with a scaling range between 99 - 101 %. 147 

Data analysis 148 

 Retrograde tracing cell counts were calculated from the aligned reconstructions. Cell counts 149 

were done by re-slicing the aligned data sets at a thickness of 15 μm and assigning each marked 150 

cell to the traced and reconstructed region. To account for gaps in traced regions that come from 151 

smoothing the reconstruction, cells that did not fall within any traced boundary were assigned to 152 

the boundary to which they were nearest. If a cell was within an overlap of two boundaries, it was 153 

assigned to the boundary where it was more deeply embedded. An example of a single section 154 

with cells colored by assigned region is shown in Supplemental Figure S1B. Cell count analysis 155 

was performed using custom scripts written in Python. 156 

 Cell density was evaluated by computing a kernel density estimate with a 200 µm 157 

bandwidth Gaussian kernel on each full volume. Maximum contours in steps of 10 % of labeling 158 

were defined by density areas greater than a threshold corresponding to the 10th-percentile of the 159 

density individually by stack. To evaluate maximally overlapping areas across different labeled 160 
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brains, volumes in which at least four stacks had a overlap of at least 15 % max density were 161 

constructed. A Gaussian mixture model with two components was fit to all cells within this 162 

maximum density volume, with weights assigned as the inverse of number of labeled cells per 163 

brain to ensure equal contribution of each labeled brain. Aikake and Bayesian information criteria 164 

for the Gaussian mixture model were evaluated for models of one, two, and three components to 165 

determine optimal fit. 166 

 In order to compare mouse functional experiments to the tracing results from rat data, the 167 

rat atlas was aligned to mouse volumes with an affine transform and allowable scaling up to 40 %. 168 

An identical transform was applied to the results of the Gaussian fit to obtain an estimate of the 169 

location of the two putative pre-motor areas. 170 

Lesions in rats 171 

 Eight rats were injected with concentrated Sindbis-152-GFP virus (Patrick laboratory, 172 

UCSD) to drive expression virus at the injection site, and cause cell death after 4-5 days (Moore et 173 

al. 2013). When tested in culture, the virus infected > 90 % of cells, thus we expect that a majority 174 

of cells at the injection site take up the virus. An additional three rats were electrolytically lesioned 175 

by lowering a stainless steel electrode into the caudal IRt area and passing current of 300 µA for 176 

5 s. 177 

 Rats were implanted with a head bar for head fixation, and a thermocouple (5TC-TT-K-36-178 

36, Omega Engineering) to monitor breathing two days after virus injection. Rats were placed in 179 

the setup for acclimation once prior to testing, and were tested for evoked nose movement in 180 

response to odor five days after virus injection. For testing, bedding odor was presented alternately 181 

on either side of the snout (Kurnikova et al. 2017). 182 

 Video data were collected via a high speed camera (Basler A602f) using custom code 183 

written in MATLAB, and standard LabChart functions. Rats were perfused and brains sectioned on 184 

a freezing microtome. For Sindbis virus lesions, 30 μm horizontal sections were stained for NeuN 185 

(MAB377, Millipore), and the lesion site was identified by the area of cell death as evidenced by a 186 

lack of NeuN stained cells. For electrolytic lesions, 60 μm sections were stained with Neutral Red, 187 

and the lesion site was identified as a hole or obvious damage to the tissue. Three dimensional 188 

reconstructions of the lesion site in every 3rd section were made using Neurolucida, and further 189 

processed using custom code in Python. 190 

Lesions in mice 191 

 Ten mice Vglut2-ires-cre (JAX 028863) were injected with AAV8-mCherry-flex-dTA (UNC 192 
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Vector Core) virus to drive expression of diptheria toxin subunit A in glutamatergic cells at the 193 

injection site. Mice were implanted with a head bar for head fixation, and a fast-time NTC 194 

thermistor (MEAS-G22K7MCD419, Measurement Specialties) to monitor breathing (McAfee et al. 195 

2016) three to four weeks post virus injection. Mice were placed in the setup for acclimation at 196 

least once prior to testing, and were tested for evoked nose movement five to six weeks after virus 197 

injection. For testing, bedding odor was presented alternately on either side of the snout 198 

(Kurnikova et al. 2017). 199 

 Video data were collected via a high speed camera (Basler A602f) using custom code 200 

written in MATLAB, and standard LabChart functions. Mice were perfused and brains sectioned at 201 

25 μm. Sections were stained for Neurotrace Blue (Thermo-Fischer N21479), and the size and 202 

location of the injection site were estimated by the tdTomato labeling in non-glutamatergic cells. 203 

Three dimensional reconstructions of labeled cells and key structures in every 3rd section were 204 

made using Neurolucida. All reconstructions were aligned to a single selected mouse brain using 205 

procedures from Chen et al. (2018) and displayed and compared using custom code in Python. 206 

 We performed a cell count in the retrofacial area in all lesioned animals, and five 207 

contralateral side sections as control, using a cell counting algorithm in Neurolucida. We counted 208 

all Neurotrace Blue labeled cells in an single section ~ 1.0 mm lateral of midline , manually 209 

adjusted counting parameters to ensure reasonable results in each instance. Cell counted regions 210 

of interest (ROI) were aligned to each other by applying translation parameters from the three 211 

dimensional alignment, with no rotation to prevent affecting the cell density. 212 

Optogenetic stimulation in mice 213 

 Thirteen mice Vglut2-ires-cre (JAX 028863) were injected with AAV8-flex-ReaChR-citrine 214 

(Addgene #50955, Salk Vector Core) virus to drive expression of red shifted channelrhodopsin 215 

(ReaChR) in glutamatergic cells at the injection site. An additional five control mice, i.e., negative 216 

for Cre, were injected with the same virus as a sham injection. Sham injected mice were tested as 217 

blind controls along with the positive mice, to avoid bias in LED placement when comparing 218 

results. Mice were implanted with a head bar for head fixation, and a fast-time NTC thermistor 219 

(MEAS-G22K7MCD419,Measurement Specialties) to monitor breathing (McAfee et al. 2016) two 220 

weeks post virus injection. Mice were placed in the setup for acclimation at least once prior to 221 

testing, and were tested for evoked nose movement three weeks after virus injection. For 222 

optogenetic stimulation, a Mightex 2-channel LED controller (Mightex systems SLC-MA02-U) was 223 

used to drive a 617 nm Luxeon LED (Lumileds LXM2-PH01-0070) placed in the ear, at 355 mA 224 

with 10 ms pulses. Video data were collected via a high speed camera (Basler A602f) using 225 
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custom code written in MATLAB, and standard LabChart functions. 226 

 Mice were perfused and brains sectioned at 30 μm. Sections were stained for Neurotrace 227 

far red (Thermo-Fischer N21483), and the injection site was identified by the citrine label in cell 228 

membranes. Three dimensional reconstructions of labeled cells and key structures in every 3rd 229 

section were made using Neurolucida, and further processed using custom code in Python. All 230 

reconstructions were aligned to a single selected mouse brain using procedures from Chen et al. 231 

(2018) and displayed and compared using custom code in Python. 232 

 233 

Results 234 

Tracing with rabies virus 235 

 We identified putative premotor and pre²motor areas for nose motion by retrograde 236 

tracing using replication competent rabies virus from the d. nasi muscle (Figure 1A). At all 237 

time points, corresponding to different levels of retrograde transport, cells in the facial 238 

motor nucleus appeared intact (Figure 1B). In addition, motor neurons and their dendritic 239 

fields were found in the dorsal lateral portion of the facial motor nucleus (7Ndl) (Figure 1C), 240 

which is consistent with the reported location of motoneurons for the d. nasi (Deschênes et 241 

al. 2016). Thus we are confident that all observed labeling is from the injected muscle, with 242 

no contamination from virus spillover. 243 

Key premotor areas for the d. nasi 244 

 We aligned all brains to a common reference atlas of the brainstem (Chen et al. 245 

2018). Retrograde labeling was found across extensive regions of the hindbrain and 246 

midbrain. We consider first two regions with particularly dense secondary labeling across 247 

all brains. An example of labeled cells in an area just caudal to the facial motor nucleus, 248 

denoted the nose retrofacial (nRF) region, is shown in Figure 1D, while an example of 249 

labeling in a more caudal region, denoted the nose intermediate reticular formation (nIRt), 250 

near the location of the vibrissa IRt (Moore et al. 2013), is shown in Figure 1F. 251 

Reconstructions across all animals show consistent labeling in each of these two regions 252 

across all rats at the secondary time point. A subset of four of the six rats at secondary 253 

time points have high density labeling in the retrofacial region, as revealed by overlapping 254 

reconstructed cells and 10 % density contours (Figure 1E and Supplemental Figure S2A-255 
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C). A different subset of four of six rats have high density labeling in the nIRt region 256 

(Figure 1G and Supplemental Figure S2D-F). In summary we find a stretch of labeling in 257 

the medulla on the border of IRt and Gi that has high density labeling amongst at least four 258 

of six injected rats. To quantify the region of labeling, we fit a Gaussian mixture model to 259 

the high density labeled area across all rats (Supplemental Figure S2I), which implies that 260 

the labeled premotor areas can best be described as two loci of high density labeling 261 

(Figure 1H). The two overlapping areas are entered on the coordinates: (R/C = -10.7 mm, 262 

M/L = 1.7 mm, D/V = -7.8 mm) for the nRF and (-11.5 mm, 1.5 mm, -7.7 mm) for the nIRt. 263 

When scaled to mice, these coordinates are approximately (-6.9 mm, 1.0 mm, -5.4 mm) for 264 

the nose retrofacial area and (-7.3 mm, 0.9 mm, -5.1 mm) for the nIRt. 265 

 To confirm the labeling centroids, we repeated the clustering analysis using a point-266 

by-point density based clustering - dbscan (Ester et al 1996). We find that a broad region 267 

of parameter space yields two clusters in the labeling. At the biologically plausible 268 

agglomeration parameter   = 200 µm and minimum neighborhood size N = 50, we obtain 269 

clusters centered at (-10.5 mm, 1.8 mm, -7.9 mm) and (-11.4 mm, 1.6 mm, -7.7 mm), close 270 

to the clustering obtained by the Gaussian mixture model (Supplemental Figure S2G-I). 271 

 While not all animals had labeling in each of the two key areas, the emergence of 272 

the labeling is not a matter of delayed transport. Critically, of the two earliest time points in 273 

which labeling was very sparse, the 53 hour time point showed labeling in the nose - 274 

retrofacial area, while the 51 hour time point showed labeling in the nIRt. We propose that 275 

both of the nose retrofacial and nIRt are likely to be premotor areas, although it is possible 276 

that they project to disparate subsets of motoneurons in the facial motor nucleus 277 

(Figure 2H). 278 

Extensive premotor and pre2motor labeling in other brain area 279 

 Hindbrain. Beyond the dense labeling in the nose retrofacial and nIRt, labeling from 280 

the d nasi was found in multiple areas of the medulla at both secondary and tertiary time 281 

points. At secondary time points brainstem reticular formation had dense ipsilateral 282 

labeling in the parvocellular (PCRt), gigantocellular (Gi), intermediate, and dorsal (MdD) 283 

and ventral (MdV) medullary subdivisions, as well as weaker contralateral labeling in all 284 

these areas (Figure 2A,G). Only sparse labeling is observed in the contralateral nRF and 285 
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nIRt. At tertiary time points, both ipsilateral and contralateral labeling increased 286 

dramatically (Figure 2B,G and Supplemental Figure S3). 287 

 The trigeminal nuclei also had ipsilateral labeling at secondary time points, most 288 

notably in the ventral parts of spinal trigeminal nuclei interpolaris (SpVI) and oralis (SpVO) 289 

(Figure 2A). Some animals at the secondary time points also showed labeling in 290 

subnucleus caudalis (SpVC). At tertiary time points, the trigeminal nuclei were densely 291 

labeled both ipsilaterally and contralaterally (Figure 2G). 292 

 At secondary time points, we observe sparse premotor labeling bilaterally in the 293 

pontine reticular formation oralis (PnO) and caudalis (PnC), the subcoeruleus nucleus 294 

(SubC), the Kölliker-Fuse nucleus (KF) and the supratrigeminal nucleus (Su5). At tertiary 295 

time points, labeling density increased throughout the PnO, PnC, SubC, and KF. In 296 

addition, dense labeling was observed bilaterally in the deep cerebellar nuclei, the lateral 297 

and medial parabrachial nuclei, the pedunculopontine tegmental nucleus and the 298 

intertrigeminal nucleus (iTG) (Supplemental Figures S3 and S4). 299 

 PreBötzinger complex. We single out this region in light of past data that show that 300 

the preBötzinger complex drives the oscillator for whisking (Moore et al 2013). We observe 301 

no labeling at the secondary time points, and dense labeling at tertiary time points 302 

(Figure 2C-F). This pattern of labeling is consistent with the circuit hypothesis that the 303 

preBötzinger complex provides inputs to a variety of premotor areas to drive orofacial 304 

motion coordination to breathing. Based on their locations, both the retrofacial and caudal 305 

IRt are likely candidates to receive input from the preBötzinger complex (Tan et al 2010). 306 

We thus propose that the nRF and nIRt provide premotor input to the facial motor nucleus, 307 

and one or both regions receive input from the preBötzinger complex to synchronize nose 308 

motion to breathing (Figure 2H). 309 

 Midbrain. We find premotor labeling in the contralateral superior colliculus 310 

(Supplemental Figure S4A,B), red nucleus (Supplemental Figure S4E,F), as well as in the 311 

midbrain reticular formation (mRt), and periaqueductal grey (PAG) at secondary time 312 

points (Supplemental Figure S3C). We also find premotor labeling bilaterally in the 313 

interstitial nucleus of the medial lemniscus (IMLF) and ipsilaterally in nucleus of 314 

Darkschewitz (Dk) (Supplemental Figures S3C and S4I). This labeling pattern is similar to 315 
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tracing results from the facial motor nucleus (Hattox and Keller 2002, Issokawa-Akkeson et 316 

al 1987), which labeled inputs to the vibrissa system, consistent with a similar circuit 317 

structure for control of whisking and nose motion. 318 

 At tertiary time points, we observe increased labeling across the midbrain, including 319 

bilaterally in superior colliculus (Supplemental Figure S4C,D), red nucleus (Supplemental 320 

Figure S4G,H), midbrain reticular formation, raphe magnus nucleus, paralemniscal 321 

nucleus, periaqueductal gray (Supplemental Figure S3C). We also observe the 322 

appearance of labeled cells in the substantia nigra reticular part (SNr) and lateral part 323 

(SNl), zona incerta (ZI), fields of Forel, prerubral fields (PR), nuclei of the posterior 324 

commissure (NPCom), and ventral tegmental area (VTA) (Supplemental Figure S3C). 325 

Tertiary midbrain labeling was denser contralaterally, but present on both sides. 326 

 Forebrain. At tertiary time points we observed labeling in the forebrain including 327 

bilateral labeling in motor, prefrontal and sensory cortical areas (Supplemental 328 

Figure S5A,B), in the lateral hypothalamic area (Supplemental Figure S5C), posterior 329 

hypothalamic area, sparse labeling in the ipsilateral ventral pallidum, the ipsilateral globus 330 

pallidus, ipsilateral nucleus of the horizontal limb of the diagonal band and in the ipsilateral 331 

lateral habenula (Supplemental Figure S5D). In one example we observed sparse labeling 332 

in the ipsilateral nucleus of the lateral olfactory tract, in the ipsilateral magnocellular 333 

preoptic nucleus and dense labeling in the ipsilateral olfactory tubercle (Supplemental 334 

Figure S5C,D). These putative pre-premotor projections are candidate areas for 335 

descending motor pathways from the olfactory system and motor cortex. Anterograde 336 

tracing could be used to determine specific pathways by which these areas send inputs to 337 

the nose motion control. 338 

Optogenetic stimulation evokes nose deflection independent of sniffing 339 

 Cells in the nRF area send primarily glutamatergic projections to the facial motor 340 

nucleus, while motoneurons themselves do not express vGluT2 (Deschênes et. al. 2016). 341 

We optogenetically stimulate the glutamatergic population of cells in the nRF and nIRt 342 

areas of mice to determine the effects of their stimulation on nose motion We inject AAV-343 

flex-ReaChR, a red shifted channelrhodopsin (Lin et al. 2013), into vGlut-cre mice to drive 344 

expression of ReaChR at the injection site (Figure 3A). For an injection site in the 345 
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retrofacial area (Figure 3B), labeled axons were found in the dorsolateral part of the FN 346 

(Figure 3E), and light stimulation through the ear evoked lateral and vertical movement of 347 

the nose (Figure 3C). No change in the profile of evoked movement was observed for 348 

changing stimulus duration at constant power, and an increase in peak amplitude of 349 

movement was observed for increasing stimulus intensity (Figure 3D). 350 

 Lateral and upward nose movement, a signature of activity of the d. nasi, was 351 

evoked after light stimulation in 8 of 13 mice, while no movement at all was evoked in the 352 

non-cre control mice (Figure 3G-H). In off target injection sites, we observe a small lateral 353 

nose movement but no consistent upward nose movement (Figure 3G). Thus the 354 

movement of the nose could be an effect of pulling other muscles in the snout. We find that 355 

effective stimulation sites have centroids in the nRF and caudal nIRt regions (Figure 3H). 356 

We also consider the lateral evoked nose movement as a function of number of cells 357 

counted within the nRF and nIRt regions in each mouse. We find that both cell count in the 358 

nRF region and cell count in the nIRt region predict lateral nose movement response (F-359 

statistic 4.5, p < 0.05 F-statistic 8.3, p < 0.02, respectively) and the combination of the two 360 

cell counts predicts the lateral nose response well (F-statistic 13.6, p = 0.0004), with 361 

coefficients 0.0019 mm/cell (p = 0.03) in the nRF and 0.0014 mm/cell (p = 0.004) in the 362 

nIRt (Figure 3F). 363 

 Movement of the nose occurs during sniffing (Kurnikova et al 2017), thus we 364 

examine whether nose movement evoked by stimulation is a result of triggering a sniffing 365 

bout. We find that, although at some injection sites an increase in breathing rate is evoked 366 

by stimulation (Figure 3J), the amplitude of nose movement is independent of change in 367 

breathing rate (Figure 3K). We conclude that optogenetic stimulation of glutamatergic cells 368 

in both the nRF and in the nIRt can evoke nose movement independently of a change in 369 

breathing rate.  370 

Retrofacial area lesion, but not nIRt lesion, affects nose odor response 371 

 To establish the functional significance of the identified areas, we aimed to test 372 

whether ablating the nRF area can affect the nose movement response to odor 373 

presentation. As the nRF area is dense with fiber tracts, we chose Sindbis virus as a 374 

lesioning method to kill cells without damaging the passing fibers (Figure 4A). We also 375 

include analysis from electrolytic lesions in the nIRt region. We find that three of the 376 
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Sindbis virus lesioned rats had a reduced average peak nose deflection compared to the 377 

control averages (Figure 4E). Three dimensional reconstructions of effective lesion 378 

positions showed that all effective lesions were in the nRF area, while non-effective lesions 379 

flanked the region (Figure 4H,G). The average traces for each condition showed that there 380 

is no change in the shape of the nose response for the non-effective lesions, while the 381 

nose motion response for retrofacial-lesioned animals was greatly reduced (Figure 4D). 382 

Finally, we considered the distribution of all nose positions for the lesioned versus control 383 

animals. We find that on a longer timescale, the lesioned animals are still able to move 384 

their nose both to the control side and lesioned side (Figure 4F). As a note, it is possible 385 

that lesions with a larger extent would cause an asymmetry of motion of the nose; however 386 

we cannot increase the size of the Sindbis virus lesions without risk of damaging the facial 387 

motor nucleus. Our data here show that lesions of the nRF area can disrupt nose 388 

movement response to odor without completely removing the ability of the rat to move the 389 

nose to the affected side.  390 

 As a further control for lesion to the retrofacial area, we aimed to confirm that 391 

ablating the glutamatergic cells in the nRF area can affect the nose movement response to 392 

odor presentation. We chose to use adult mice for these experiments given the robust 393 

expression achieved with vGlut-cre mice and our need to label exclusively excitatory cells. 394 

A cre-dependent diphtheria toxin subunit a (DTA) virus, AAV-tdTom-flex-DTA, was injected 395 

into the vicinity of the nRF to ablate vGluT2 expressing cells (Figure 5A,B). Critically, we 396 

observe a reduced nose motion response to odor presentation in five of the nine lesioned 397 

mice (Figure 5D,E). All effective injections were centered in the nRF area (Figure 5I,J). In 398 

addition, we find that the cell count is reduced in a region of interest (Figure 5F,H) in the 399 

retrofacial area compared to the control side, and compared to animals with no change in 400 

nose movement. 401 

 402 

Discussion 403 

 We have identified two key premotor areas for controlling nose motion, an area 404 

caudal to the facial motor nucleus that we call the retrofacial area (nRF) and an area near 405 

the vibrissa IRt oscillator that we call the nose IRt (nIRt). Anatomically, the nRF and nIRt 406 
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have the densest labeling at secondary time points, and are consistently labeled across 407 

different animals (Figure 1E-H and Supplemental Figure S2). We have established that 408 

glutamatergic inputs from both of these areas can drive motion of the nose (Figure 3), 409 

however only the nRF area is involved in the nose response to odor (Figures 4 and 5). The 410 

proposed nose motion circuit based on this work is summarized in Figure 6. 411 

 Our data show that while the nose moves in general after lesion of the nRF, it has 412 

reduced response to ipsilateral odorant presentation. This suggests that nRF is part of a 413 

pathway from the olfactory bulb that mediates bilateral odor comparisons, presumably 414 

involving the anterior olfactory nucleus (AON) (Esquivelzeta et al 2017). The AON is part 415 

of a network that mediates complex odor processing and sends and receives projections 416 

from areas including the olfactory bulb, motor and piriform cortex, hippocampus, olfactory 417 

tubercle and lateral hypothalamus (Davis and Macrides 1981, Moyano and Molina 1980, 418 

Haberly and Price 1978, Brunjes et al 2005, Scott et al 1980, Price et al 1991). In our 419 

labeling results we saw no evidence of pre- or pre²motor projections directly from the AON, 420 

however several known targets of the AON, including the olfactory tubercle and lateral 421 

hypothalamic area had tertiary labeling. We propose that pathways through the lateral 422 

hypothalamic area or the olfactory tubercle are potential candidates to relay olfactory 423 

information to the nRF area. 424 

 We have also provided evidence that the preBötzinger complex sends putative pre- 425 

input to the nose premotor neurons. The nIRt is located near the vIRT (Moore et al 2013), 426 

while the nRF is located in a similar location previously described as a respiratory area 427 

(Anderson et al 2016), thus both areas are positioned such that they may receive 428 

respiratory inputs. Past work on orofacial and respiratory circuits in the medulla has 429 

pointed to the hypothesis that orofacial movement is linked to breathing via a signal from 430 

the preBötzinger complex to a premotor area (Tan et al 2010, Kleinfeld et al 2014, Del 431 

Negro et al 2018). Thus a circuit motif might involve a premotor area that drives motor 432 

neurons in the facial motor nucleus, and receives input from the preBötzinger complex that 433 

drives the synchronization of movement to breathing. In our work we have characterized 434 

the contribution of glutamatergic inputs from the nRF and nIRt areas to nose motion. 435 

However, whisking generation is known to occur via an inhibitory oscillator that is 436 

positioned similarly to the nose caudal IRt.  437 
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 The action of the nose deflector muscle consists in pulling the nasal cartilage in the 438 

caudal direction (Deschênes et al., 2015). There is no antagonistic muscle that pulls the 439 

cartilage rostrally. When the right and left muscles are equally activated in a synchronous 440 

manner, the resulting motion is an upward deflection of the nose. Unequal activation of 441 

these muscles produces upward and lateral deviation of the nose. Thus lateral nose 442 

deflection to the right, which is associated with odor delivery to the right side of the nose, 443 

likely results from activation of nose deflector motoneurons in the right facial nucleus, and 444 

inhibition, or disfacilitation of the contralateral pool of nose deflector motoneurons. It 445 

follows that there should exist inhibitory connections between the left and right pools of 446 

premotor neurons in the nRF or the nIRt, or between these premotor regions and the 447 

contralateral pool of nose deflector motoneurons. Determination of the cell types involved 448 

in control of nose movement and potential contribution of inhibitory drive to nose motion 449 

would allow integration of this medullary circuit to the ones that control sniffing and 450 

whisking (Moore et al 2013; 2014). 451 
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Figure captions 466 

Figure 1 – Key premotor areas identified by retrograde tracing from the deflector nasi. 467 

A: Diagram of the experimental procedure. The deflector nasi was injected with N2c replication 468 

competent rabies virus, and rats were perfused at primary, secondary or tertiary time points. 469 

B: Examples of labeling in the facial motor nucleus (7N) at primary, secondary and tertiary time 470 

points. Motoneurons remain intact at all time points. 471 

C: Reconstructions of labeled motoneurons and motoneuron dendrites in the facial motor nucleus. 472 

Cell bodies and dendritic fields were found in the dorsolateral part of 7N. Colors correspond to 473 

individual time points. Top shows primary labeled time points (grey scale). Middle shows 474 

secondary labeled time points (red-green). Bottom shows tertiary labeled time points (blues). 475 

D: Example of premotor labeling in the retrofacial area at a 64 hour time point in a sagittal section 476 

approximately 1.7 mm lateral of midline. Labeled cells are revealed in dark product, while 477 

structures are identified in a CO stain. 478 

E: Reconstructions of premotor labeling in the retrofacial area in six rats at secondary-labeled time 479 

points. Left panel shows reconstructions of labeled cells in a 200 um thick coronal slice at 10.7 mm 480 

caudal of bregma. Right panel shows 10 % maximum density contours in the same coronal slice. 481 

Secondary time points shown are: 51 hours (purple), 53 hours (red), 61 hours (orange), 64 hours 482 

(yellow), 64 hours (light green), 67 hours (green). Four of six contours – 53 hours, 64 hours, 64 483 

hours, 67 hours - overlap in the nRF. 484 

F: Example of premotor labeling in the nIRt area at a 64 hours time point approximately 1.5 mm 485 

lateral of midline. Labeled cells are revealed in dark product, while structures are identified in a CO 486 

stain. 487 

G: Reconstructions of premotor labeling in the caudal IRt/Gi area in six rats at secondary-labeled 488 

timepoints. Left panel shows reconstructions of labeled cells in a 200 µm thick coronal slice at 489 

11.5 mm caudal of Bregma. Right panel shows 10 % maximum density contours in the same 490 

coronal slice. Secondary time points shown are: 51 hours (purple), 53 hours (red), 61 hours 491 

(orange), 64 hours (yellow), 64 hours (light green), 67 hours (green). Four of six contours overlap 492 

for 51 hours, 61 hours, 64 hours, and 67 hours, in the caudal IRt/Gi area (nIRt). 493 

H: Three dimensional display of a two-component Gaussian mixture model fit to the high density 494 

labeled area in six rats. Reconstructed cells are shown as small spheres. Centroids of the two 495 

labeled areas are shown as large black spheres. Three-sigma radius ellipsoids are shown in 496 
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magenta. Two areas emerge from the fit: a more rostral area that we call the nose retrofacial (nRF) 497 

area and a more caudal nose area on the border of Gi and IRt which we call the nIRt area. 498 

Centroids are located (R/C, M/L. D/V) at (-10.7 mm, 1.7 mm, 7.8 mm) for the retrofacial area and at 499 

(-11.5 mm, 1.5 mm, 7.7 mm) for the nIRt. 45 degree (left) and sagittal (right) projections of the data 500 

are displayed. 501 

I: Diagram of proposed nose motion circuit based on the results of premotor labeling from the d. 502 

nasi muscle. Motoneurons located in the dorsolateral facial motor nucleus (7Ndl) send projections 503 

to the ipsilateral d. nasi muscle, and receive input from the ipsilateral nRF and nIRt premotor areas. 504 

 505 

Figure 2 – Medullary labeling from the deflector nasi 506 

A: Example putative premotor areas labeled at secondary time points. Left: Labeling in the 507 

ipsilateral trigeminal nuclei is most dense in the dorsal part of SpVO and SpVI. The section 508 

displayed is 2.9 mm lateral to midline, ipsilateral to the injection. Center: Labeling in the 509 

parvocellular reticular nucleus. The section displayed is 1.8 mm lateral to midline, ipsilateral to the 510 

injection. Right: Labeling in the medullary reticular nuclei. The section displayed is 2.5 mm lateral 511 

to midline, ipsilateral to the injection. Labeling density increases at the tertiary time points, 512 

suggesting additional circuits involved in pre²motor control. Structures outlined from CO stain, 513 

rabies labeled cells revealed in dark product. 514 

B: Example putative pre²motor areas labeled at tertiary time points, as in panel A. Left: The section 515 

displayed is 2.9 mm lateral to midline, ipsilateral to the injection. Center:  The section displayed 516 

is 1.8 mm lateral to midline, ipsilateral to the injection. Right: The section displayed is 2.5 mm 517 

lateral to midline, ipsilateral to the injection. 518 

C: Example sections showing no labeling in preBötzinger complex at secondary time point (64 519 

hours). Cells are stained with Neurotrace Blue, and rabies labeled cells are revealed in green. 520 

Structures are annotated from Paxinos and Watson (1986). 521 

D: Sections, cut at 200 µm, from reconstruction of premotor (secondary) labeling in the 522 

preBötzinger complex (red circled area). Location of preBötzinger complex identified from 523 

somatostatin stain. No labeling is observed at secondary time points. 524 

E: Example sections showing dense labeling in preBötzinger complex at a tertiary time point (77 525 

hours). Cells are stained with Neurotrace Blue, and rabies labeled cells are revealed in green. 526 

Structures are annotated from Paxinos atlas. 527 

F: Sections from reconstruction of pre²motor (tertiary) labeling in the preBötzinger complex (red). 528 
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Location of preBötzinger complex identified from somatostatin stain. Dense labeling is seen at 529 

tertiary time points. 530 

G: Bar chart of labeled cell count (logarithmic scale) in the medulla. Ipsilateral (top) and 531 

contralateral (bottom) are shown. No labeling outside of the facial motor nucleus is observed at the 532 

primary time points. Labeling across all areas increases dramatically at the tertiary time points (77 533 

hours). Structure abbreviations are listed in the appendix; nRF and nIRt cell counts are included in 534 

the IRt. 535 

H: Proposed circuit for control of nose motion. Motoneurons in the dorsal lateral facial nucleus 536 

(7Ndl) send input to the deflector nasi, and receive input from premotor areas. We hypothesize that 537 

premotor areas nRF and nIRt receive respiratory input from the preBötzinger complex. 538 

 539 

Figure 3 – Optogenetic stimulation in nRF and nIRt areas evoke nose movement. 540 

A: Diagram of the experimental setup. Transgenic mice were injected with an AAV virus to drive 541 

expression of red shifted channelrhodopsin (ReaChR) in glutamatergic cells at the injection site. 542 

Nose movement was monitored by high video in head fixed mice, while breathing was monitored 543 

with a thermistor implanted in the nasal cavity. Stimulation was done by ReaChR stimulation with 544 

an LED through the ear canal.  545 

B: Example histological identification of an injection site in the nRF area. Cell bodies stained with 546 

Neurotrace Blue (cyan) and mCit labeled cells in yellow. 547 

C: Example trace of lateral nose motion (blue), vertical nose motion (black), and breathing (red). 548 

The nose deflects laterally and upward after stimulation with a 10 ms LED pulse. Injection site 549 

shown in panel B. 550 

D: (top) Example average lateral nose motion response to stimulation at 5 ms (dark red) 10 ms 551 

(red) and 20 ms (light red), with current adjusted such that the power remains constant across 552 

parameters. (bottom) Example average lateral nose motion response to stimulation with 10 ms 553 

pulses at stimulation values of 46 lumens (dark blue) 62 lumens (medium blue) 72 lumens (blue) 554 

and 80 lumens (light blue). 555 

E: Axons (yellow) labeled in the dorsolateral facial motor nucleus after AAV-flex-ReaChR-citrine 556 

injection into the nRF area. Cell bodies stained with Neurotrace Blue (cyan) Injection site shown in 557 

panel B. 558 

F: Average lateral nose peak position after stimulation with a 10 ms pulse as a function of cell 559 
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counts in the nRF and nIRt areas. Each point is the average from a single mouse. Linear fits 560 

shown in magenta. 561 

G: Average traces of lateral nose movement, vertical nose movement, and breathing rate after 562 

stimulus onset. Trials selected by movement variance prior to stimulation onset, and < 0.5 Hz 563 

breathing rate change as compared before and 100 ms after stimulation onset. Effective 564 

stimulation sites (magenta), less effective stimulation sites (orange) and least effective stimulation 565 

sites (grey) are defined from the functional data. Sham injections (black) were done in cre-negative 566 

mice. 567 

H: Three dimensional reconstructions of ReaChR injection centroids. Sagittal (top) and horizontal 568 

(bottom) views are shown. Colors drawn from the functional results in G. Centroids of effective 569 

stimulation sites (magenta) tend to overlap with the nRF and nIRt regions.  570 

I: Color coding of all effective stimulation sites from rostral (blue) to caudal (red). 571 

J: Breathing rate pre- versus post-stimulation. Stimulation of some injection sites show a slight 572 

increase in breathing rate, but on most trials the breathing rate remains constant. 573 

K: Peak lateral nose deflection as a function of change in breathing rate post stimulation. Flat 574 

profile of the graph indicates that lateral nose movement evoked by stimulation does not depend 575 

on eliciting a change in breathing rate. 576 

 577 

Figure 4 – Lesions in nose retrofacial area but not nose caudal IRt disrupt nose odor 578 

response. 579 

(A) Diagram of the rat testing setup. Bedding odor presented on alternate sides and nose position 580 

monitored using high speed video in a head-restrained rat. Rats were tested five days after Sindbis 581 

virus injection or electrolytic lesion.  582 

(B) Example histological section to confirm location of Sindbis virus injection (green). NeuN stain 583 

(red) used to establish region of cell death.  584 

(C) Example trace of lateral nose position response to odor presentation in a rat lesioned with 585 

Sindbis virus in the retrofacial area. The nose deflects towards the non-lesioned side when an odor 586 

is presented on the non-lesioned side, but does not deflect towards the lesioned side when an odor 587 

is presented on that side. 588 

(D) Average trace of lateral nose position towards presented bedding odor. Averages are shown 589 

for four conditions: contralateral side from all lesions (grey), ipsilateral side for non-effective 590 
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electrolytic lesion (green), ipsilateral side for non-effective Sindbis lesion (blue) and ipsilateral side 591 

for effective Sindbis lesion (gold). Error bars are s.e.m.  592 

(E) Average peak nose position of ipsilateral (rectified) nose motion averaged between 350-450 ms 593 

post odor stimulus presentation. Average values for individual rats shown for four conditions: 594 

contralateral side from all lesions (grey), ipsilateral side for non-effective electrolytic lesion (green), 595 

ipsilateral side for non-effective Sindbis lesion (blue) and ipsilateral side for effective Sindbis lesion 596 

(gold). 597 

(F) Average histograms of the lateral nose positions, for non-effective electrolytic lesion (green), 598 

non-effective Sindbis lesion (blue) and effective Sindbis lesion (gold). These histograms were 599 

computed over all ongoing motions to show that movement in general in not impaired by the lesion. 600 

(G) Three dimensional reconstructions of lesion locations. Slices cut at 400 μm shown in the 601 

sagittal, coronal and horizontal planes. Locations of the nRF and nIRt are outlined in magenta. 602 

Effective lesion sites overlap with the nRF region and not the nIRt region. 603 

(H) Three dimensional reconstruction of the location of the overlap of all effective lesions (gold). 604 

Locations of the nRF and nIRt are outlined in magenta. All effective lesions overlap in the nRF 605 

area. 606 

 607 

Figure 5 – Glutamatergic cell lesions in retrofacial area disrupt nose odor response. 608 

(A) Diagram of the mouse testing setup. Bedding odor presented on alternate sides and nose 609 

position monitored using high speed video in a head-restrained mouse. VGluT2-ires-cre mice were 610 

tested 5-6 weeks after AAV-tdTom-flex-DTA injection. 611 

(B) Example histological section to confirm location of virus injection based on the locations of cre-612 

negative cells (red). To confirm cell death in a region of interest in the nRF area, Neurotrace Blue 613 

stained (blue) cells were counted using an automated algorithm (cyan).  614 

(C) Example trace of lateral nose position response to odor presentation in a mouse lesioned with 615 

DTA in the nRF area. The nose deflects towards the non-lesioned side when an odor is presented 616 

on the non-lesioned side, but does not deflect towards the lesioned side when an odor is presented 617 

on that side. 618 

(D) Average trace of lateral nose position towards presented bedding odor. Averages are shown 619 

for three conditions: contralateral side from all lesions (grey), ipsilateral side for non-effective lesion 620 

(blue) and ipsilateral side for effective lesion (gold). 621 
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(E) Average peak nose position of ipsilateral (rectified) nose motion averaged between 250-300 ms 622 

post-odor stimulus presentation. Effective lesions (gold) were defined as mice in which the average 623 

peak position was less than all control side (black) averages. Non-effective DTA lesions (blue) had 624 

an average peak position similar to control side averages. 625 

(F) Ratio of cell density in the ROI in the nRF area versus the cell density in the surrounding area 626 

(grey). Mice with a behavioral reduction in nose response (gold) showed a reduced cell count 627 

compared to the control side (black) (T-statistic = -2.5, p = 0.035) and compared to non-effective 628 

lesions (blue) (T-statistic = -2.4, p = 0.044). While non effective lesions showed no change 629 

compared to the control side (T-statistic = -0.8, p = 0.47). 630 

(G) Average histograms of the lateral nose positions, for non-effective Sindbis lesion (blue) and 631 

effective Sindbis lesion (gold). 632 

(H) Definition of region of interest for cell count in nRF and surround region displayed in a slice 633 

reconstruction 1.0 mm lateral of midline. 634 

(I) Three dimensional reconstruction of the location of the overlap of all effective lesions (gold). 635 

Locations of the nRF and nIRt are outlined in magenta. All effective lesions overlap in the nRF 636 

area. 637 

(J) Three dimensional reconstructions of lesion locations. Slices cut at 400 μm shown in the 638 

sagittal, coronal and horizontal directions. Locations of the nRF and nIRt are outlined in magenta.  639 

 640 

Figure 6 – Circuits for orofacial motor control 641 

Diagram of hypothesized circuit for control of nose motions via the d. nasi (magenta), and known 642 

circuit for vibrissa motor control (blue). Motoneurons in the facial motor nucleus send projections to 643 

the muscles and receive inputs from premotor areas. Premotor areas receive inputs from the 644 

preBötzinger complex to drive synchronization to breathing. 645 

  646 
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Table 1. Structure and fiber names and abbreviations 745 

 746 
Abbreviation Structure name 747 
5N   trigeminal motor nucleus 748 
7N   facial motor nucleus 749 
AP  anterior pretectal nucleus 750 
Amb   nucleus ambiguus 751 
DMSp5   dorsomedial spinal trigeminal nucleus 752 
Dk   nucleus Darkschewitz 753 
DR   dorsal raphe nucleus 754 
Forel   fields of forel 755 
IO   inferior olive 756 
Gi   gigantocellular reticular nucleus 757 
GiA  gigantocellular reticular nucleus, 758 
  alpha part 759 
GiV   gigantocellular reticular nucleus,  760 
  ventral part 761 
GP   globus pallidus 762 
HDB   nucleus of the horizontal limb of the 763 
  diagonal band 764 
Hipp   hippocampus 765 
IC   inferior colliculus 766 
IMLF   interstitial nucleus of the medio-lateral 767 
  formation 768 
iTg   intertrigeminal nucleus 769 
IRt   intermediate reticular nucleus 770 
KF   Kölliker-Fuse nucleus 771 
LDT   laterodorsal tegmental nucleus 772 
LH   lateral hypothalamic area 773 
LPB   lateral parabrachial nucleus 774 
LPBE   lateral parabrachial nucleus, 775 
  pars externa 776 
LPGi   lateral paragigantocellular nucleus 777 
LRt   lateral reticular nucleus 778 
MCPO   magnocellular preoptic nucleus 779 
MPB   medial parabrachial nucleus 780 
MdD   medulary reticular nucleus, 781 
  dorsal part 782 
MdV   medulary reticular nucleus, 783 
  ventral part 784 
MiTg   microcellular tegmental nucleus 785 
mRT  midbrain reticular formation 786 
Mx   matric region of the medulla 787 
NLOT   nucleus of the lateral olfactory tract 788 
NPCom   nucleus of the posterior commisure 789 
PAG   periaqueductal grey 790 
PCRt   parvicellular reticular nucleus 791 
PCRtA   parvicellular reticular nucleus, 792 
  alpha part 793 
PH   posterior hypothalamic area 794 
PMnR   paramedian reticular nucleus 795 
PPTg   posteripretectal nucleus 796 

PR   prerubral field 797 
PR5VL   principal sensory trigeminal nucleus, 798 
  dorsomedial part 799 
PaR   pararubral area 800 
PnC   pontine reticular nucleus, 801 
  pars caudalis 802 
PnO   pontine reticular nucleus, pars oralis 803 
Pr5   principal sensory trigeminal nucleus 804 
PreBötC  PreBötzinger complex 805 
pCom   precommisural nucleus 806 
RIP   raphe interpositus nucleus 807 
RMg   raphe magnus nucleus 808 
RN   red nucleus 809 
ROB   raphe obscurus nucleus 810 
RPa   raphe pallidus 811 
RtTg   retuculotegmental nucleus of the pons 812 
SC_InG   superior colliculus, inferior grey 813 
SC_SuG superior colliculus, superior grey 814 
SNC   substantia nigra, pars compacta 815 
SNL   substantia nigra, pars lateralis 816 
SNR   substantia nigra, pars reticularis 817 
SPTg   subpeduncular tegmental nucleus 818 
SPVmu   spinal trigeminal nucleus, 819 
  pars muralis 820 
Sol   nucleus of the solitary tract 821 
SpVI   spinal trigeminal nucleus, 822 
  pars interpolaris 823 
SpVC   spinal trigeminal nucleus, 824 
  pars caudalis 825 
SpVO   spinal trigeminal nucleus, pars oralis 826 
Su5   supratrigeminal nucleus 827 
SubC   subcoeruleus nucleus 828 
Tu   olfactory tubercle 829 
VLL   ventral nucleus of the lateral 830 
  lemniscus 831 
VP   ventral pallidum 832 
VTA   ventral tegmental nucleus 833 
Ve   vestibular nuclei 834 
ZI   zona incerta 835 
 836 
Abbreviation Fiber tract name 837 
7n   facial tract 838 
ac   anterior commisure 839 
f   fornix 840 
fr   fasciculus retroflexus 841 
ml   medial lemniscus 842 
mlf   medial longitudinal fasciculus 843 
pc   posterior commissure 844 
scp   superior cerebellar peduncle 845 

 846 
 847 
 848 
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